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report on Doha from Jo Nova
Doha: dead- Kyoto: kaput, but NGO's win anyway (?)
How is Doha going? (Where was that, again?)
TheIndians have gone home[1], The Chinese are being told off[1]. Nobody else is very interested, except
developing nations looking for a hand-out. The Australiansalready agreed to everything whatever it is[2]
. (Great negotiation ploy by our Labour Government that.) The EU wants to do what it?s already doing.
Mike Haseler at the Scottish Climate and Energy Forum[3] says it?s all over, bar the shouting. Kyoto ends
on December 31, and there is no treaty to replace it, and there can be no ratified treaty by Jan 1.
?Contrary to what many green NGOs are saying, the Kyoto commitment to CO2 reduction will cease effect on
the 31st December. This is because the treaty requires amendments to be ratified well before they come into
effect (by 3rd October). It took some 4 years for a quorum of countries to ratify Kyoto. Even if there were total
agreement at Doha on any amendment (there isn?t) the earliest change to Kyoto is 2015. Without agreement the
earliest if there were agreement at the end of next year is that a change to the Kyoto Commitment could come
into force in 2016."
Tory Aardvark[4]agrees:[5]?TheKyoto Protocol ends on December 31st and the list of countries
signing up for Commitment Period 2 (CP2) will not include Canada, Japan and New Zealand
?. The USA has said there isno chance they will sign up[6]. And Russia who said they won?t be
signing up for Kyoto II a year ago, cynically made vague promises about a 25% emissions cut
in June this year, but isbacking away from that now[7].
Practically the only nation on Earth outside the EU and EFTA that wants in, is Australia. Joy.

But the shouting goes on
In the end the activist scientists, bureaucrats and Green NGO?s win even when there is no global
agreement. As long as there is a two week mega-junket every year funded by the taxpayer, many of
them and their friends enjoy a red carpet ride that few others will get.The rent-seekers get staff, PR
agencies, interviews, media-time and reward trips. For renewable investors and carbon traders,
someone else pays for media releases that could ultimately boost their investments and pressure
governments into continuing the subsidies that their profits depend upon.
The COPs should be stopped.
There is no reason to keep funding a conference that?s proven to be such a failure at making
scientific advances or at representing the people who pay for it.

Read Mike?s6 point list[8]as to why the EU can?t change anything and needs someone else to swing
along.
In other words, the EU is trying to fabricate a treaty to basically say it will do what it is already doing. It will then ask
EU countries to commit to what they have committed. etc. A complete waste of time and money.
The EU is closely linked to the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). Of the countries above, Iceland,
Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland are all part of EFTA. Croatia is due to join the EU in 2013.
And Ukraine.Wikipedia[9]: ?The European Union (EU) is seeking an increasingly close relationship with Ukraine,
going beyond cooperation, to gradual economic integration?.
In other words this is an agreement within the EU/EFTA block with Ukraine and Australia. Which only begs the
question:?When is Australia scheduled to join the EU??
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